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The Family Assessment Form (FAF) was initially developed by Children’s Bureau
of Southern California between 1985 and 1987 as a practice-based instrument to help
child welfare practitioners standardize the assessment of family functioning and service
planning for families receiving home-based services. Since then, it has been used with
innumerable families in many different program settings, including community- and
office-based programs, in agencies worldwide. It has been used in family preservation,
family support, family reunification, adoption, maternal and child health, early inter-
vention, and head start programs among others.

The FAF gives practitioners a structured way to document a psychosocial
assessment of family functioning. Although it has been used as a structured interview for
formal research inquiries, it was designed by practitioners as an observational guide and
a framework for psychosocial assessment of families. Used as a framework for assess-
ment, the FAF allows workers time to develop a relationship with the family, to introduce
questions when they are appropriate and natural, and to use their own judgment about
how best to approach sensitive items. The FAF thus supplements the worker’s natural
style and approach, rather than driving the pacing or flow of initial interviews. It provides
a structure for thinking about and observing families and should not interfere with devel-
oping a trusting relationship or meeting the immediate needs of families or children.

Although the FAF was developed to meet the needs of all practitioners, it was
intended to be especially useful for those at the bachelor’s level or those with little
exposure to systematic assessment procedures. It is especially useful in home-based
services, as it helps workers who leave the known and comfortable environment of the
office to structure family assessment in the infinitely more complex atmosphere of family
homes and communities.

The FAF has four key and unique characteristics that distinguish it from other
instruments in the field:

1. The FAF is first and foremost a practice instrument, developed by and
responsive to the needs of practitioners.

CHAPTER ONE
Family Assessment Form Overview
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2. It defines and measures family functioning from an ecological perspective,
assessing context as well as interactions among family members and their
environments.

3. It documents family strengths as well as concerns, supporting practice
approaches that recognize and build upon a family’s strengths and potential
for resilience.

4. It is designed to serve multiple purposes in an agency setting and has a
demonstrated potential to integrate family assessment, service planning, case
documentation, and program evaluation.

The FAF helps workers assess families at the beginning of service, develop
individualized family service plans, monitor family progress, and assess outcomes for
individual families. Since it is standardized, the FAF also allows programs and agencies to
look at their overall effectiveness by aggregating the data gathered about individual
families. In these ways, as a practice/research tool, the FAF can strengthen services for
families and produce helpful information about program effectiveness and the kinds of
families who benefit most from services.

The FAF collects information on a family’s environment, caregivers, children, and
interactions among family members. Strengths and concerns noted on the instrument
become the basis for service planning with the family. The FAF software includes a case
log, intake data, six family functioning factors that may change as a result of intervention,
caregiver history and personal characteristics sections (areas not expected to change as a
result of service), behavioral concerns/observation checklist, contact notes, service plan,
and a closing summary. The six family functioning outcome factors may be used in pro-
grams that approach intervention from a variety of theoretical perspectives as long as
they are anticipating effects in any or all of these family functioning areas.

The six factors of family functioning are

• Living Conditions
• Financial Conditions
• Support to Caregivers
• Caregiver/Child Interaction
• Developmental Stimulation
• Caregiver Interactions

Items on the FAF are rated on a nine-point scale (1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, etc.) in relation to
family strengths and severity of concerns. A rating of 1 represents unusual strengths,
whereas a rating of 5 represents severe problems that may endanger a child’s health and
safety, threaten a caregiver’s well-being, indicate severely dysfunctional family inter-
actions, or call for removal of children from the family home. Workers also have the
option to rate at the midway point between two numbers (i.e. 2.5 is between 2 and 3).
The Overall Meaning of Ratings, a critical component in using the FAF, can be found
on the Help menu on the task bar.
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Practitioners have developed further operational definitions for each item on the
FAF. These represent examples of the observations, behaviors, or responses that would
lead to the assignment of a particular rating. These definitions are incorporated into the
tool as anchors to increase objectivity and consistency of ratings among workers. Other
situations, however, not included in these operational definitions may fall within a given
rating. Ratings are based on worker observation, reports by family members and others
involved, and the worker’s own clinical judgment. Workers use the individual item
operational definitions and the overall meaning of ratings located on the Help menu in
making their rating selection.

Items on the FAF should be rated following each family session during the allotted
assessment period. In addition to serving as documentation for the family session,
completion of the FAF after each session with the family points to additional areas on
which to focus future interviews and observations. Experience has shown that workers
need three to four sessions with the family to complete the FAF, including the service
plan. Once the FAF information is gathered and entered, the worker has a good picture
of the family and its individual strengths, concerns, and risk areas. The worker and family
together may then set concrete, focused goals that relate to items of concern on the FAF.

At the end of the service period, or at other intervals deemed appropriate by a
particular program, workers rate the family again. Comparison of the initial, intervening,
and termination ratings provides data on changes during the service period.

Adapting FAF to Your Agency or Program

When possible, agencies and programs are encouraged to use the FAF as their
only form of psychosocial assessment documentation rather than an add-on to existing
assessment documentation. If not possible, based on funding or other requirements,
agencies and programs are encouraged to adapt and integrate FAF into existing systems
so as to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort on the part of workers.

Unlike many other standardized instruments that are often used for research or
program evaluation, the FAF can and should be adapted to meet the needs of
practitioners in specific programs and agency settings. In fact, it is suggested that
practitioners and supervisors in agencies review the FAF and select those sections that
best meet their needs and those of the families they serve. Entire sections may not be
used if they are not needed or are inappropriate for a particular program or client
population.

For example, an agency may choose not to use the contacts or closing summary
sections of the FAF software because they already have systems for this. Or, an agency
may choose not to use the caregiver history, personal characteristics, or behavioral
concerns/observation checklist sections. An agency or program may also choose not to
use all of the six family functioning outcome factors. For example, if a program does not
make home visits, it may choose not to use factor A, Living Conditions.
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The only exception to this flexible use of the FAF is that once an agency or
program chooses to use a particular family functioning factor, it must use all the items
within that factor to maintain the reliability and validity of the factor as an outcome
measure. If only individual items within factors are selected and rated throughout the
instrument, the FAF software will not be able to run reports reflecting assessments or
changes.

Family Assessment Form Software

Although the FAF has been used in the field, in its paper version, for more than a
decade, the FAF software exponentially increases its value to practitioners and agencies
as a tool to expedite assessment, facilitate service planning, document casework, gather
and analyze data, and measure and report on program activity and client outcomes. By
integrating routine clinical tasks, required service documentation, and measurement of
service results into one process, the FAF software encourages quality practice and saves
agency resources. It builds the capacity of agencies to measure and document outcomes
of their work with families, and gather and analyze data in a systematic, ongoing manner.
This, in turn, supports agencies to use this information to improve their practice, make
sound program planning decisions, and pursue additional funding.

The FAF software is available in two versions: FAF Pro and FAF Express:

• FAF Pro is a complete software application supporting a full range of case
management tasks and administrative reporting requirements. FAF Pro also
includes the shorter FAF Express data entry feature using a spreadsheet format.
FAF Pro is designed to be adaptable to meet the unique needs of individual
agency settings and programs.

• FAF Express is a shorter version of the software application designed strictly
for limited data entry and reporting on family functioning factors only.

HIPAA Compliant

The FAF software complies with the Health Insurance Portability and Account-
ability Act (HIPAA) through such features as data encryption, password protection, and
security levels enabling a worker to view only his or her own caseload. Any computer
accessing FAF should use the Windows screensaver feature if the computer is to remain
idle for a short time, such as 10 minutes. This will require a password to close the
screensaver and reenter the FAF software.

As with the evolution of the FAF, the software was developed with significant
input from practitioners, agency managers, program evaluators, and researchers. Focus
groups with FAF practitioners and managers helped ascertain what worked, what didn’t,
and what changes were necessary to make the FAF more useful. Many of the suggestions
were integrated into the FAF software. Pilot versions were tested over the course of a
year at several program locations, with many modifications and improvements based on
these pilots.
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Agencies using the FAF software are strongly encouraged to provide feedback to
Children’s Bureau about features of the program they like and don’t like, what could be
improved, and any recommendations for additions or modifications. Contact Sandy
Sladen at fafsupport@all4kids.org.

NOTE: Parts of this chapter are drawn in whole or in part from  McCroskey, J., Sladen, A., & Meezan, W. (1997). Family Assessment Form:

A practice-based approach to assessing family functioning. Developed by the Children’s Bureau of Southern California. Washington, DC:

CWLA Press.
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• Pentium II 300MHz
• 64MB RAM (recommend 128MB RAM)
• Windows 98SE, Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP
• Screen resolution at 800 x 600

The FAF can run on a single computer, a peer-to-peer network, or on a server
network-configured as a LAN, WAN, or VPN.

IMPORTANT NOTE

If you have already installed the FAF Trial on your hard drive, it is not necessary
to run the install CD. Instead, open the FAF Trial, go to the Options menu on the task
bar, and select Licensing. Click Add, enter the 25-character product identification number
located on the back of the CD jewel case, and click Add. A notice will appear warning
you that installing a database license will remove any previously installed database
license. Click Yes to continue.

You will then be told since you are upgrading from a trial version to either the Pro
or Express version, you have a choice to erase all the entered case log data, users,
workers, etc. This includes the dummy data that comes with the Trial and any data you
have entered while using the trial version. If you wish to do so, click Erase and you will
have a new, clean database, and the FAF version you have purchased will be activated.

Installing the Software

Insert the CD into the CD drive, and the installation process will start auto-
matically. If it does not start automatically, click on Start, Run, Browse to the CD drive
and double-click on setup.exe to begin installation.

CHAPTER TWO
Minimum Equipment Requirements
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Single User Installation. The program will begin the installation process and will
suggest a default path for the Destination Folder for the program files, and a default path
to Select Database Directory for the database files. Accept these defaults, as they will
make installation of service packs, enhancements, and upgrades smoother. You will then
be asked which FAF version you want to install—FAF Pro or Express, FAF Pro Trial, or
FAF Express Trial. If you are installing FAF Pro or FAF Express, you will be prompted to
enter the 25-character Database Product License Key from the CD case. If you are
installing either of the trial versions, the process will continue automatically.

Common Network Database Installation. If you are installing for a network,
accept the default path of c:\program files\family assessment form\ for the program files.
When prompted to Select Database Directory, use the Browse button to point to the
folder on the shared server drive into which the FAF database is to be placed. For
example: f:\shared\faf\faf.mdb.

You will be asked which FAF version you want to install—FAF Pro or Express,
FAF Pro Trial, or FAF Express Trial. If you are installing FAF Pro or FAF Express, you will
be prompted to enter the 25-character Database License Key from the CD case. If you are
installing either of the trial versions, the process will continue automatically.

You will need to install the FAF program files on each workstation using the FAF.
During installation, when prompted to Select Database Directory, make sure to
browse to the shared directory on the shared server, and highlight faf.mdb in
that directory. In doing so, you will not be prompted for a Database License Key
after the first installation, as it will find the license number.

After successful installation, place the CD back in its case and keep it in a safe
place. Do not lose the Database License Key on the CD case.

Acrobat Reader

To access the FAF User Manuals on the Help menu, you must have Adobe Acrobat
Reader installed on your PC. If you need to install it, insert the CD into the CD drive and
click on Start, Run, Browse to the CD drive. Click on the folder called Acrobat, then click
on the folder that matches your operating system. For Windows 98 or Windows ME, use
the 98-ME folder and double-click the file rp505enu.exe. For Windows NT, 2000, or XP,
use the NT-2000-XP folder and double-click on the AdbeRdr60_enu_full.exe file. This will
begin the installation of Acrobat Reader on your PC.

Download Updates

Following installation, regardless of when you purchased, you should go to
www.familyassessmentform.com and check for service pack updates. Once at the site,
select Support, then Downloads. Select the most current service pack to update your
version to the newest version. To determine which version of the software you have, go
to Help on the task bar, select About, and at the top you will see a version number.
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Opening the Program

Getting Started

Double click on the FAF icon on the desktop. A login window will appear. Click
OK to log in as admin with no password. You should assign an Admin password
immediately to protect the program and confidentiality. The program will display a
yellow title window. Click Close. You will now have entered the FAF program. To begin
entering data, click the Case Log tab (see Chapter 5.)

Customizing the Program to Your Organization

Before entering the first case log, you should customize the program to
your organization.

1. Every attempt has been made to make the FAF software as flexible and customizable
to your agency as possible. For this reason, all of the drop-down menus are user-
entered tables. This means you can add, delete, or change the choices in the data
tables that come with the software.

Some of the data tables contain no choices, such as Program Office. Those tables are
to be populated by each agency on an individual basis. To view these data tables, go
to the Options menu on the task bar, select Data Maintenance, and the Tables tab.
Here you will find a complete list of all user-entered tables found in the FAF software.
To view a particular table, highlight that table, using your mouse, and its contents will
appear in the box on the right.

• To add an item to the list, click the Add button and make the addition.
• To delete an item, highlight the item you want to delete and click the Delete

button.
• To edit an item, highlight the item you want to edit and click the Edit button.

2. Most of the tables are populated with data commonly used in social service agencies.
You can easily customize these populated tables as described above. You will note
that a few of the tables are not populated. As part of setting up the FAF in your
agency or program, you may populate these tables according to your local situation.
The following tables have to be populated by each agency.

a. County. Enter the county or counties you serve.

b. Program Office. Enter the name or city location of different office sites you may
have. If this does not apply to your agency because you only have one location,
that is fine. This is not a required field of data, so you do not have to populate this
table, or you may enter the location of your one office.

c. Program Type. Enter the names of your different programs and/or funding
sources for which FAF will be used. This is not a required field of data, so if this
does not apply to your agency you may leave the table empty or enter the name
of a single program.
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d. Referrals. This table allows you to create your own resource directory of
commonly used referral sources. This will make it easier for workers to locate
referral sources as well as accurately document referrals made as part of their
work with families. You will likely update this table routinely as you learn more
about available community resources.

3. You will need to set up your user accounts. For workers to see only their own case
records and to be entered into the worker pool table, every worker has to be entered
as a User. You also have to assign user accounts to other staff who will be accessing
the FAF, including data entry, supervisors, administrators, and so on. To do so, go to
Options on the task bar and select User Accounts. Click New, and enter data as
prompted. (See Chapter 13 for more on User Accounts.) There are seven levels of
user access:

• General Access. Has the ability to enter and view data. If the user is a
caseworker, that user will only see case records assigned to him or her. An
administrator will see all case records.

• User Account Management. Has the ability to enter new users, assign rights, and
edit users. For security purposes, this option should be reserved for the designated
Administrator.

• Database Maintenance. Has access to user-entered tables to add, edit, and delete
lists of choices. This option should be reserved for the designated Administrator.

• Full Case Access. Has access to all cases entered, including ability to edit and run
reports

• Delete Case Log. Has the ability to delete a case log from the system.
• Reports. Has the ability to run reports.
• Admin. Has complete access to all sections and functions of the program

Security Levels/Access to FAF

Assigning users or user levels and passwords should be done as soon as possible
following installation of the FAF. The program allows full access upon installation, using
Admin as the User Name, with no password. Click on Options on the task bar, then
select User Accounts. Admin will be the only user. Highlight Admin, then click Edit. Enter
a password for this user, and then reenter the password where indicated. You cannot
change the name from Admin.

Other accounts may be entered using a person’s name, a title such as Executive
Director or supervisor, or a combination of the two. Full access rights should only be
given to a selected individual or individuals, as this level allows a user to delete records
and delete and change all fields of information within the FAF. As such, either acci-
dentally or on purpose, such a user can do great damage within the program. You can
add other users such as Data Entry, Worker, Program Director, etc., assigning both
passwords and access rights. One of the security features of the FAF is that you can enter
a specific caseworkers name, and that worker will only be able to access his or her own
case records. Any reports run by that worker will include only those case records.
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For each user account a unique worker name is required. This worker name, not
the user’s login name, will appear in the worker pool when assigning a worker to a case
record.

For additional security and confidentiality, you should set your computer
screensaver to activate in five to seven minutes so that if you get distracted or walk away
from your computer, sensitive client data will not be visible. To activate your screensaver:

1. Right-click on your desktop, and select Properties.
2. Once in the Properties window, go to the Screensaver tab.
3. Select a screensaver.
4. Check the Password Protected box, and assign a password as instructed.
5. Adjust the Wait Time to five to seven minutes or whatever you feel is

appropriate for your setting.
6. Click OK

Now when the screensaver is activated, you will be alerted to enter your password
before you have access to the program, thereby preventing others from unauthorized
access to client data.
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The FAF task bar has six items:

1. File. This menu gives you another way to begin a new case record by selecting New,
or to close the program by selecting Exit.

2. Forms. This menu contains forms that include FAF Outline and FAF
Complete/Incomplete Item Checklist. These are useful tools for workers. It also
contains an FAF text option. This allows you to print the entire FAF (without ratings).
These forms may only be printed and cannot be viewed. To print, select the form you
want, and a Print Setup dialog box opens. Click OK, and the forms will print.

a. The FAF Outline is a two-page document that lists all the FAF factors and their
corresponding items. It can be used by workers as a reminder or cheat sheet when
they are making home visits or meeting with families.

b. The FAF Complete/Incomplete Item Checklist is the same form as the FAF
Outline, but the corresponding check boxes will be marked with an X, indicating
completed FAF items. If the box is not marked, the item still needs to be rated. If
the box contains a slash, not all of the caregivers are rated. Again, workers can use
this form to plan upcoming sessions with families.

c. FAF Text allows the user to print a complete unrated copy of the FAF Family
Functioning Factors A–H.

3. Reports. This menu allows you to access all the reports built into the software,
including those related to Family Functioning Factors, the Service Plan, Contact Notes,
the Closing Summary, Closing Reason Summary, Caseloads, and Demographics. (See
Chapter 12 for a full description of available reports, what they represent, and how to
access them.)

4. Options. This menu has four choices: Preferences, Database Maintenance, User
Accounts, and Licensing.

CHAPTER THREE
Family Assessment Form Task Bar
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a. Preferences. This section has two tabs:

(1) General. When a report is being prepared to view and/or print, a notice will
appear advising that some data was not included because the factor ratings
were incomplete. You can view which data is missing, or simply click on No
to proceed with viewing the report. If you check the box here, it eliminates
the advisory dialog box from appearing.

(2) Ratings. Shows what defaults are set for Strengths and Concerns.

This section also allows the user to select whether she or he wants to use the full
text or spreadsheet FAF.

b. Database Maintenance. This section contains all data tables used in the FAF
program. These include the family functioning factor titles and definitions,
behavioral concerns/observation checklist titles and definitions, drop-down menu
tables, and service category lists. On the Family Factors tab in this section, you can
add, delete, or edit the preset lists of goals and methods.

c. User Accounts. This is where you set up user names and passwords and assign
access rights.

d. Licensing. This section lists the installed products for the FAF database. Updates,
such as additional assessments, and add-on products are entered in this location.

5. Window. Allows you to select an active window.

6. Help. Here is where you will find the overall meaning of the ratings. This is a very
important component of the FAF. When workers are debating how to rate an item
based on the individual item operational definitions, these overall ratings can help
them gain perspective. Workers might want to print this page and keep it handy by
their computer or wherever they are working on the FAF. You will also find the FAF
Users Manual and Quickstart Guide here. The About option lists the version of FAF
currently installed, as well as the database serial number information.

Family Assessment Form Menu Buttons and Tabs

FAF has seven main menu buttons, each with its own set of tabs. The following
gives a brief description of the purpose for each of these buttons and tabs. Later chapters
will go into detail about each of these sections. You might want to orient yourself to the
program by clicking on the different buttons and tabs as you read this chapter.

1. Case Log. The Case Log button is key to the program and database design. This is
where you begin entering data on a family and where you initiate an assessment. The
Case Log has three tabs:

a. Case Log. Keeps track of all case records on a worker’s caseload and is the
starting point for entering a new case record.
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b. Assessment Date. Place to enter and track the assessment event (e.g. initial, 6
month, 12 month, termination, etc.) and related contact information (date, length
of session, location).

c. Workers. Allows selection of a specific caseworker assigned to an assessment, as
well as the ability to edit caseworkers by accessing the Edit Worker Pool button.

2. Intake Data. This is where you enter basic family identification and demographic
data. This section has four tabs.

a. Caregivers. Basic identification and demographics about the caregivers in the
family.

b. Children. Basic identification and demographics about the children in the family.

c. Others at Home. Identification of other family or nonrelated people living in the
home.

d. Other Information. Other intake information related to child placement, contact
with child welfare services, and medical or psychiatric involvement.

3. Family Functioning Factors (FFF). This is where you read and rate all items related
to family functioning, including the outcomes measures (A–F) and the caregiver
history and personal characteristics (G and H).

a. Living Conditions
b. Financial Conditions
c. Support to Caregivers
d. Parent/Child Interaction
e. Developmental Stimulation
f. Caregiver Interactions
g. Caregiver History
h. Caregiver Personal Characteristics

4. Behavioral Concerns/Observations Checklist. This is a list of behaviors and/or
characteristics you might note about the children in a family. It has five sub-categories
as follows:

a. Acting Out Behaviors
b. Inner-Directed Behaviors
c. School Behavior Problems
d. Health and Developmental Problems
e. Temperament

5. Service Plan. This is where you develop your service plan by selecting strengths and
concerns, goals and methods, and a timeframe for working on them with a family. It
has two subtabs:
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a. Service Plan. Records the date the plan is developed, estimated frequency, and
duration of contact.

b. Strengths/Concerns. Contains list of strengths and concerns as identified by FFF
ratings, and suggested goals and methods for addressing each of the family
functioning outcome factors (A–F).

6. Contacts. This is where you document your work with families following the
assessment contacts. This section has four tabs:

a. Contact. Records date of contact, basic contact information, and goal(s) addressed
during the contact.

b. Services Provided. Contains a checklist of services and subcategories of service
focus.

c. Progress/Homework. Narrative notes about what occurred during contact and
any tasks to be completed by next contact.

d. Workers/Referrals. Records worker making the contact and any referrals made
during the contact.

7. Closing Summary. This section is completed once the final FFF ratings have been
made and a case has been closed. It summarizes progress made by the family in both
quantitative and qualitative ways. It also reports statistical data related to the number
of contacts, length of contacts, and types of contacts made with a family during the
course of the service. It has six tabs:

a. Closing Outcomes. Records date of case closure, reason for closure, and
placement disposition of children.

b. Goals Outcomes. Displays change in ratings from initial to termination ratings,
includes narrative description of outcomes on service plan goals.

c. Referral Outcomes. Checklist to indicate if families received services to which
they were referred during the course of services.

d. Progress Summary. Narrative description of progress made from the worker and
family point of view.

e. Statistics. Tally of number of contacts, contact hours, location, and type of
contacts.

f. Additional Comments. More space for narrative.
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Terms

Term Definition

Case Log A group of case records for an individual worker, group of workers, or
agency.

Case Record Data entered on an individual family. Multiple case records make up a
case log. A case record must have an agency-assigned case name to
proceed into other sections of the FAF software.

Data Field A piece of information entered about a family (name, address, gender,
date of birth, etc.).

Assessment
Event

Any time a worker is to complete a full set of FAF ratings (i.e. initial, 6
month, 12 month, termination).

Commands

The following are general commands that appear throughout the software in the
form of buttons you click on to activate.

Command Function

ADD Used anytime you want to enter new data, including confirming a
selection from a list of options.

DELETE Used to erase data you do not want or mistakenly entered.

EDIT Used to change or modify data already entered.

SELECT Used to choose data from a list of options.

CLOSE Used to exit a screen. The CLOSE button is always found at the bottom
center of the screen.

SAVE Used to keep data you have entered. FAF automatically saves ratings
entered in the family functioning factor section.

CHAPTER FOUR
Terms, Commands, and Features
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Features

Feature Explanation

HIPAA Compliant Data encryption, password protection, use of security levels limiting
access by type of user.

Tab The Tab key on the keyboard can be used to move the cursor from
field to field more quickly than using the mouse.

Capitalization The program will automatically capitalize proper names.

Data Entry Options Data can be entered using the keyboard, mouse, or drop down
menus.

Single Entry
Required

The program shares information on one form with other areas that
need the same information. Thus, it’s usually necessary to enter
specific data only once. Every time the same information is needed
elsewhere, it will appear.

Required Fields Required data fields are always highlighted in yellow. You will not
be able to move forward in the FAF if you do not complete these
required fields.

Defaults Some tables are populated by a default list of choices, which may
be changed. When entering a phone number, parentheses around
the area code, and hyphens are automatically placed, saving the
user entering time and strokes. A default also occurs when you
open a form, or look at a field, and a consistent field of information
appears each time (such as last name).
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The Case Log button is key to the whole program and database design. This is
where you begin entering data on a family and where you initiate an assessment. You
must complete the case log on new families before moving into other parts of the
FAF. In fact, the program will not let you do otherwise. The Case Log button has three
tabs, Case Log, Assessment Date, and Workers (see next page).

1. To enter information on a new family (case record), on the Case Log tab, click the
Add button. Note the required fields highlighted in yellow. The cursor will appear in
the case number data field. Begin typing data, using the Tab key or mouse to move
from data field to data field. Any time a down arrow appears to the right of a data
field, this indicates the presence of a drop-down menu. Click on the down arrow and
scroll through the menu to make your selection.

Hint: Be consistent as to case name selection and entry format. For example, always
use the mother’s name as the case name and enter it as follows: Last name, First name.
This will lend consistency to your record keeping and will be very important when
using the Search feature of the software.

2. To fill in the Referred By information, click the Select button. Click on the correct
referral source and click the Select button. This information will appear in the
Referred By box on the Case Log.

If the referral source for this new family is not on the list, click the Add/Edit Referral
button. In the next dialog box, click Add, enter the data as indicated, and click Save.
This new entry will now appear in the Referral Source list. Click on it and click the
Select button. When first starting to use the FAF, no referral sources will appear, as
you will building this table as you enter new referral sources. If you have a list of
frequent referral sources, you might want to enter all of them into the table at one
time for quicker data entry later on.

CHAPTER FIVE
Using the Case Log
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3. Once you have entered all the data, click the Save button.

4. Case records within the case log are listed in alphabetical order by case name as the
default setting; open cases are listed first, and then closed cases. Using the Search
feature, Sort By box, you can change this. The Search feature is located on the Case
Log form.

Search Feature

To search for a case record, click the Search button on the Case Log form (right
side of screen). A Case Log Search window will appear (see next page). In the Search By
box, click the type of search you want (case name, case number, current case worker,
etc.) In the Include box, click which set of cases you want to search.

In the Search For data field, type in what you are searching for—for example the
case name, case number, or worker name. If you search by current caseworker, you will
get that worker’s caseload. If you search by a case name or number, you will get that
individual case record. Click the Search button. Your result will appear. Click OK, and
you will return to the Case Log with the case or cases you have searched appearing.
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To see all the case records again, click the Show All button (right side of
screen). Once you have completed your search, you must return to the Case Log
Search window by clicking on Search and resent Search By to All Records. If you
do not do this, when you reopen the FAF, you will only see the caes you had
previously searched, not the entire case log.

In the Case Log Search dialog box, you will also see the Sort By option. The
program defaults to sort case records by case name. If you wish to sort the case records
differently by either case number or agency worker, click your choice, click the SEARCH
button, then click OK. You will return to the Case Log with the case records sorted as
you have selected.

The Assessment Date Tab

1. Click on the Assessment Date tab. The information on the left under Assessment Event
lists all the assessments you have entered for a specific family; the highlighted one
refers to the assessment you are working on (e.g. initial, 6 month, 12 month,
termination, etc.). The information on the right under Assessment Contact Information
refers to details related to any one particular assessment contact with a family.
Assessment contact information has to refer to a particular assessment event.
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2. To begin, click on the Add button under Assessment Events. Enter the date of your
first assessment with the family, and click Save. You will see that the date and type of
assessment now appears in the Assessment Event box above. Since this is a first
assessment with a family, the program automatically defaults to Initial as the type of
assessment.

3. On the bottom of the form, you see a box called Edit Assessment Contact Information.
The program has automatically filled in the date and indicates this is the first session
of this assessment event. Click on the down arrow, and you will see that you could
select second, third, or fourth session for this initial assessment event. Next, enter the
length and location information and make any comments you wish. Click Save. Now
you will see that the assessment contact information appears in the box above on the
right.

4. Also note that the case number, case name, initial assessment date, and current
assessment date appear across the top of the page. When you enter your second or
third contact for this same assessment event, click on the Assessment Date tab, click
Add under Assessment Contact Information, and enter the data as indicated. When
you want to indicate a new assessment event—for example, at termination—click Add
under Assessment Event and proceed with data entry.
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5. At any point, if you have made a mistake, you can delete an entry by clicking the
Delete button, or you can change an entry by clicking the Edit button.

The Workers Tab

1. In this section, you identify the worker for this family.

2. Click the Add button, and the worker pool list appears.

3. Highlight the worker assigned to this family, enter the date assigned, and click Select.
The worker’s name now appears at the top of the page on the same line as the case
name and number.

4. By clicking on the Edit Worker Pool button, you can edit worker information.
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Click on the Intake Data button to begin entering client identification and
demographic data. The Intake Data button has four tabs. It is recommended that you
work through these tabs in the order they appear.

Caregiver

1. The program defaults to this tab. Click the Add button to begin. Note the required
data fields in yellow. The cursor automatically goes to the First Name field.

2. Type in the information, using the Tab key to move from field to field.

3. Note the check box indicating the Primary Caregiver. Check if it applies.

4. You can use the drop-down menus or simply type the first letter of an entry (for
example, M for male, H for Hispanic) and the data will appear in the field.

5. The age will be calculated automatically once you enter a date of birth.

6. The Language drop-down menu allows for multiple selections. Check all that apply.

7. To enter the address, click the Enter Address button, enter the data, and click Save.
You will not have to enter the address again for additional members of the family,
assuming they all live at the same address.

8. When all the data is entered, click Save.

CHAPTER SIX
Entering Intake Data
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Children

1. Click the Add button and enter the information using the same procedures as above.

2. Note that the address appears automatically. You may change it by clicking the Edit
Address button.

3. As you enter a name, the last name appears automatically. If the child has a different
last name, use the Delete button on your keyboard and enter the correct name.

4. Click Save when done.

Others at Home

1. This tab allows you to record information about other related or unrelated people
who live in the home. If there are none, or you choose not to use this section, move
to the next tab.

2. Note there is only one required field in this sub-tab section.

3. Enter information as needed, and click Save.
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Other Information

1. Enter information as appropriate, and click Save.
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Orientation to the Page

1. Across the top of the page, you will see the letters A–H in mustard-colored boxes.
These refer to the six family functioning outcome factors (A–F) and the two
assessment factors (G and H).

A. Living Conditions
B. Financial Conditions
C. Support to Caregivers
D. Caregiver/Child Interactions
E. Developmental Stimulation
F. Interaction between Caregivers
G. Caregiver History
H. Caregiver Personal Characteristics

You will also see a set of numbers in mustard-colored boxes. These represent the
number of items in a factor; therefore, each factor has a different numbers of boxes.
These boxes change color as you work through the FAF.

• Teal means you are working on the item showing on the screen.
• Mustard means that item has not been rated.
• Gray means the item has been rated. When all the items in a factor have been

rated, the lettered box turns gray.

CHAPTER SEVEN
Rating the Family Functioning Factors
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2. Each family functioning factor item has a name and definition that appears in bold
black across the top. For example:

A1: Cleanliness/Orderliness – Outside Environmental Conditions
Refers to environmental health and hygiene factors that are NOT WITHIN the
family’s control (e.g. litter, garbage, vermin…

3. Below this are the 1–5 rating selections and their operational definitions. When
clicked, the ellipses (…), show the complete definition.

4. Below the operational definitions and ratings are a rating box and a text box for
comments.

5. At the bottom of the page are directional buttons. Click Next or Back to move back
and forth between items within the same factor. Click Section to move back and forth
among factors. You may also simply click on the letters and numbers in the mustard-
colored boxes at the top of the window to achieve the same results. Click Close to
exit this section.
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Rating the Family Functioning Factors

1. Choose a rating that best reflects the family’s situation at the time of the assessment.
Use the operational definitions to help anchor each rating. Operational definitions
include tangible manifestations that may be seen, heard, or discussed with family
members. The specifics used in the definitions are meant as examples only.
Using a given numeric rating does not mean that all listed conditions exist or that one
of the exact conditions listed is present. Consider the age of the child, the family’s
cultural context, and other pertinent factors to determine a rating.

2. When the operational definitions do not specifically reflect the family’s situation, use
the overall meaning of ratings, located on the Help menu, to help select a rating. It is
important to rate each item. Make the best clinical judgment possible with the
information available.

3. Use the half point to indicate when ratings appear to fall between the operational
definitions listed. Items rated 3 or more indicate problems or possible areas to target
for service goals. Items rated 2.5 or less reflect areas in which family strengths exist.

4. Some items require two scores if there are multiple caregivers. In these cases, two
caregiver names and boxes will appear on the page.
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5. Some items may not apply to some families. Check the Item Not Applicable box in
these cases.

6. Strengths and concerns for each item should be typed, in the text box provided, to
specify the meaning of the rating for this particular family.

7. Items in the Caregiver History and Personal Characteristics are generally not expected
to change, particularly with a short-term intervention. These items are rated at the
point of initial assessment to provide background information about the family and to
suggest issues that may be important to understand in planning how to work with a
family.

8. Sometimes, caregivers are initially reluctant to talk about sensitive items, such as
sexual abuse or substance abuse, for example. If more is learned about the caregiver
or the family as the case progresses, different ratings at later intervals (e.g. 6 months,
12 months) or at termination will reflect this new knowledge. These history and
personal characteristic items are not used to measure program outcomes, but rather to
help describe the characteristics of families that benefit and those that do not.

Selecting a Rating

You may select a rating in one of three ways:

1. Using the mouse, point and click on the desired number.

2. Using the drop-down menu, scroll onto the desired number, and click.

3. Using the keyboard, type the appropriate number for whole numbers. For half-point
numbers, type the keyboard number twice. For example, to get 3.5, strike the number
3 key twice.

Family Functioning Factor Spreadsheet

FAF Pro has the option of entering family functioning factor ratings into a spreadsheet
instead of the process described above. This feature is designed for agency settings in
which the worker completes the FAF on paper and a data-entry clerk enters ratings into
the software application. To access the spreadsheet version, go to Options on the task
bar, and select Preferences. Click the button next to Spreadsheet. Now, when you click
on the Functioning Factors section, you will see a spreadsheet. The spreadsheet has the
following columns:

• Item. Refers to the FAF item letter and number (i.e. A1, B4, D9, etc.).

• N/A. Refers to designated items on the FAF where workers have the option not to rate
the item because it is not applicable.

• Single Rating. Refers to the FAF items that are rated for the entire family as opposed
to individual caregivers.
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• Caregivers. Depending on the number of caregivers in the home, columns will
appear with the name of the caregiver. This is where you enter each caregiver’s FAF
ratings.

1. To enter data, simply click in the cell you want to enter data, and type the
appropriate rating. You can use the Enter key to move quickly from cell to cell.

2. If an FAF item has the option of using a Not Applicable rating, you will see an N in
the N/A column. This means the worker does have to rate that item, or in other
words, N/A is not an option. Using the Enter key or the mouse, move to the
appropriate column and enter the rating.

If the worker does have the N/A option on these items and therefore does not give a
rating, click on the N in the N/A column and change it to a Y. This means the N/A
option is selected.
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Orientation to the Page

1. Across the top, you will find the same kinds of mustard-colored buttons as in the FFF
section, with the letters I–M and different sets of numbers. These again refer to the
different sections of the Behavior Concerns/Observation Checklist and the number of
items in each section:

I. Acting Out Behaviors
J. Inner-Directed Behaviors
K. School Behavior Problems
L. Health and Development Problems
M. Temperament

2. Below the bold black line are the individual item titles and their descriptions. Under
Reported By are two boxes that can be checked, indicating who has reported or
observed this behavior. Staff refers to agency staff as well as others involved with the
family, such as a teacher or child care provider.

3. The Notes box is for narrative text. The Add field has a down arrow. Click on this
arrow and you will find a list of the children in the family. Select the child for whom
the concern exists and click on it. That name will then appear in the Children box
above.

4. At the bottom of the window are the directional buttons, as in other sections.

CHAPTER EIGHT
Behavioral Concerns/Observation Checklist
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Using the Behavioral Concerns/Observations Checklist

The purpose of this section is to facilitate identification of behavior problems or
concerns for individual children from the perspective of the caregivers, worker, or others.
In addition to your own observations of the children, and reports from referral sources,
ask the caregivers in a general way about any concerns they have about their children’s
behavior and development. If the caregivers express no concerns, ask if the child’s
teachers, doctors, or others have expressed any concerns. Take some time with the
caregiver to highlight the major behavioral categories in this section. Ask questions such
as, “Does Jamie have any eating or sleeping difficulties?” or “What kind of grades does
Maggie get in school?” or “Is Mario toilet trained?”

Most of the concerns listed are self-explanatory. A brief description of each item is
listed along with suggestions for detailing the problem. Additional questions about the
nature of the behavior may help in formulating a service plan. These additional questions
may include when the behavior occurs, how often it occurs, under what circumstances it
occurs, what modifies the behavior, what makes it better or worse or more or less
frequent, when it started, and who is most concerned.
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The service plan is where you put together what you have learned about the
family during the assessment period and decide with the family what their goals and
methods for achieving them will be. The service plan should be developed jointly with
the family, using the ratings and comments noted on the FAF to identify key family
strengths and areas of concern. Information recorded in the service plan includes family
strengths, concerns, goals, methods, and duration and frequency of planned contact.

This section has two tabs:

• Service Plan. The date of initial service plan is a required field (highlighted in
yellow) and should be the date you agreed on the plan with the family. Next,
using the down arrows, select the duration and frequency of services from the
menus provided. Click Save.

CHAPTER NINE
Developing a Service Plan
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• Strengths/Concerns. Click on the Strengths/Concerns tab. Click on the Add
button. A window will appear displaying a list of all FAF items rated 3 or
above for this family, reflecting concerns. On the left you will see the option of
viewing a list of Strengths (items rated 2.5 or below for this family) by clicking
the circle next to Strengths.

1. To begin developing a service plan, scroll through the list of strengths and think
about which of these are most outstanding or notable. Using the mouse, highlight one
of these strengths and click Add. You will see this item has been moved to the service
plan form, along with the date, rating, and comments you had made about this item
in the FFF section. Repeat this process to add as many strengths as you think are
important.

2. To identify concerns, click Add on the Strengths/Concerns page. Click the circle next
to Concerns on the left. (The program defaults to Concerns.) Scroll through the list,
and select the concern area you want to address. Once highlighted, click Add. You
will see this concern has been moved onto the service plan form. Note that the
comments you had written in the FFF section for this item have been moved to this
form, along with the assessment date and rating assigned. Concerns show in red, and
strengths show in black.
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3. To establish a goal for an area of concern, highlight the concern using your mouse
and click Add to the right of the Goals section on the form. A window will appear
with a list of suggested goals for this concern area. You may select one of these goals
by highlighting it and clicking Select, or write your own goal by clicking the mouse in
the text box at the top of the window and typing in your goal.

If you select one of the prewritten goals from the list, you can edit it when it appears
in the text box by adding to it, deleting parts, etc. Once you are satisfied with your
goal, click Save. You will see that it has been added to the service plan form.
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4. To develop a method or methods for how you are going to address the selected goal,
click Add to the right of the Methods section on the form. Again, a list of suggested
methods will appear. Use this window in the same way as you did with goals.

5. Continue adding concerns, goals and methods until you have identified all the
concerns to be addressed. Once done, click Close at the bottom of the page.

Hint: Some of the areas assessed will not be appropriate for intervention because they
are not expected to change, the family does not see them as important, or they fall
outside of the worker’s focus, capacity, or resources. Other items give information on
how to work most effectively with specific families. For example, “learning ability/style”
helps the worker determine how best to present new information. When selecting and
defining goals and methods, it is important to make them specific and appropriate for
the individual family with whom you are working. The predetermined lists give you
ideas about where to start identifying goals and methods.
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This form is for recording your work, including progress notes and referrals made, with
families following the assessment contacts. This section has four tabs. Work through them
in the order in which they appear.

1. To begin, click Add, enter the required fields, and click Save. The program defaults to
the current day’s date. If you are completing the form for a contact that occurred
yesterday or a few days ago, be sure to change the date to the correct date of the
contact.

2. Next, click Select Goal and choose from the list the goal or goals you addressed
during this contact.

CHAPTER TEN
Documenting Contacts
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3. Click the Services Provided tab.

4. There are five categories of services listed with corresponding lists indicating more-
focused topics or issues addressed. You can select as many or as few of the categories
as are necessary to reflect your work. You can also check as many of the boxes that
apply using your mouse to point and click. The five categories are:

• Teaching and Demonstrating. Refers to sharing information, teaching, and
hands-on modeling of household, parenting, child behavior management, and
family interaction skills.

• Counseling. Refers to more therapeutic counseling services addressing family
dynamics that may be creating problems for the family. The associated list
indicates who was involved in the counseling or the modality.

• Issues Addressed. Refers to topic areas that might be addressed in counseling
contacts.

• Concrete/Practical. Refers to concrete help given a family.

• Case Management/Advocacy. Refers to referrals and connections made for a
family, contacts with collateral agencies, or advocacy done on behalf of a family
(for example, accompanying a family to an IEP meeting or welfare appointment).

Sample screen shots for these categories appear below and on the following pages.
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5. Click the Progress/Homework tab. Type in your progress notes, and click Save.
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6. Click the Workers/Referrals tab. The name of the most current worker who is
assigned to the case should appear in the “Worker(s) for this contact” box. If
necessary, use the Add button to select the correct name for the contact.

7. On the same page, the Referrals box is where you record referrals made. If you made
a referral during a contact, click Add, enter the referral date, and select the referral
source you used from the drop down menu. Click Save.

Printing a Contact

1. While you have the Contacts window open, go to the Reports menu on the task bar.
Select Current Contact (the date of contact to be printed will appear). A Print Set-Up
box will appear. Click OK to print.

2. If you want to print a contact from a different date, highlight the contact date on the
Contact tab (upper left corner) you wish to print, select the Current Contact report
from the menu, and OK in the Print Set-Up box.
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The closing summary is used to detail and evaluate the family’s progress. Before
completing the closing summary, workers need to first complete their termination ratings
on the FFF items.

To do this, go to the Case Log tab, Assessment Date tab. Click Add under
Assessment Event, enter the date of last contact with the family, and select Termination
under Assessment Type. Enter the termination contact information as prompted. Next,
click the Family Functioning tab. Work through all the sections and items of the FFF,
rerating the items based on where the family is now.

The closing summary section has six tabs. Details for each appear on the following
pages. Work through the tabs in the order in which they appear.

CHAPTER ELEVEN
Completing the Closing Summary
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1. Closing Outcomes. Click in the Case Closed box. Enter the date closed. The
program defaults to the current day’s date. If you are completing the form on a
day other than the date the case was considered closed, enter the correct date.

Using the down arrow to the right of the Reason for Closing field, select from the
drop-down menu the reason that most closely matches the family situation. Make
one selection only. If any children were placed out of the home during the
course of service, click Add and enter data as prompted.
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2. Goals Outcomes. The concern areas you identified as part of the service plan,
and the goals you developed, will appear here. Highlight the goal you wish to
report on, and in the Outcome text box type in observable changes related to the
concern and goal selected. The initial and termination rating, and the amount of
improvement, are noted on the right side of the page. Continue documenting
outcomes on all the goals, using the same process. Check the Goal Achieved box
in the bottom left if appropriate.
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3. Referrals Outcomes. You will see a list of referrals you made for this family
during the course of services. This information has been transferred from the
Contacts section. Use the bottom portion of this page to record that referred
services were actually received. Scroll down the page to see a list of types of
services. Click all those services the family received or is receiving as a result of
your referrals.

4. Progress Summary. Using the mouse, click in the Yes or No circles and enter
narrative comments according to the instructions on the page. Your comments
may contain different or additional information than the ratings themselves reflect.
For example, progress could have been made in areas other than those selected
for intervention, making your summary more positive than the specific ratings may
indicate. Or things may have deteriorated in areas that need further explanation
than the rating alone. Your narrative should help someone else reading the case
record to understand progress made and any special conditions that affected
progress.
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5. Statistics. You do not have to enter any data here. This page shows statistical data
about your work with this family. You may need to use this for other agency
reports.

6. Additional Comments. This is an open text box if you have more to write about
your work with this family. If you do not need the space, leave it blank.
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The reports menu on the task bar allows you to access all the reports built into the
software. Reports include those related to Family Functioning Factors, the Service Plan,
Contact Notes, Closing Summary, Closing Reason Summary, Caseloads, and Demo-
graphics. (See the appendix for sample reports.)

The following seven reports must be printed and cannot be viewed on screen
before printing.

1. The Service Plan report reflects the data entered in the service plan section of the
FAF. It can be printed and placed in the family’s paper file or shared with the family.

2. The Contacts report reflects data entered in the contacts section of the FAF. The
Contacts report listed on the Reports menu includes all contacts with a particular
family. To print an individual contact with a particular family:

• In the Case Log section, select the family for whom you want to print a contact by
clicking on the name.

• Go to the Contacts tab of FAF.

• Select the contact date you want to print by clicking on the date.

• Go to the Reports menu on the task bar and select the Current Contact report.

• Click OK in the Print Set-Up box.

The Contact reports may be printed and placed in the family’s paper file.

CHAPTER TWELVE
Reports
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3. The Closing Summary reflects data entered in the closing summary section of the
FAF. It may be printed and placed in the family’s paper file or used for reporting
purposes.

4. The Closing Reason Summary reflects the number and percent of families whose
cases were closed for identified reasons (successful achievement of goals, family
moved, and so on.) This report is run for groups of families only.

5. The Demographics report tallies the demographic characteristics of families in the
case log and shows both numbers and percents for the following categories: caregiver
age range, children age range, ethnicity, employment status, income, marital status,
and caregiver level of education.

6. The Case Log report captures basic family information such as name, case number,
address, phone, open date, and other important casework dates, such as service plan,
follow-up assessments, and termination. The user determines these selections. Case
Log reports can be run for an individual worker or an entire program. They can be
run for open cases only, closed cases only, or all cases.

7. The Case Log Summary captures all information entered for individual families
related to referrals, assessments, contacts, caregivers, children, others in the home,
and other information. The user determines what single or group of case records to
print.

To print any of these reports:

• On the Case Log form, select the family name whose report you want to print.

• Click the Reports menu, select and click the name of the report you want.

• A Print Set-Up dialog box will appear. Select the format you want: portrait or
landscape.

• Click Print.

Family Functioning Reports

There are 18 different reports related to family functioning ratings. These reports
reflect different ways of analyzing the family functioning factor data. Some reports are
generated for individual families; others are for groups of families. Reports can be
generated for initial ratings; termination ratings or other selected assessments, such as 6
month or 12 month; and for changes between rating events. You can also generate a
report based on a reporting period, such as a fiscal year.

Reports for single case records might be of most value to direct service workers.
They give a graphic view of strengths and problem areas among the factors and the items
within factors. This is another tool they can use when developing a service plan. Simi-
larly, workers can get immediate feedback at a second or termination assessment using
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the reports showing improvement between two points in time. These reports can also be
printed and filed in paper records as needed.

Although a worker might want to review results for his or her own entire caseload,
reports for multiple families may be of more interest to supervisors, program administra-
tors or program evaluators, who will want to look at all the agency’s cases to understand
the overall program impact.

To run and view the family functioning reports:

1. Click on the Reports menu on the task bar.

2. Select and click on Family Functioning Factor.

A Report dialog box will appear. Here is where you select the report and the
characteristics of the report you want to run. At the top, click in the circle next
to multiple or single, depending on whether you want to run a report for a
single family or a group of families.

3. If you are running a report on a single family, the Case Name field will become
active. Using the down arrow, highlight the name of the family for whom you
want to run a report.

4. Skip the Dates section. This only applies when running reports on multiple
case records.

5. The Options box has two choices:

• Include Notes Boxes. If you check this box, the report will print with a
blank box, in which you can hand write notes related to the report. (See
Appendix for a sample.)

• Include only complete evaluations. If you check this box, the report will
only run if all aspects of the evaluation have been completed.

For example, suppose you selected Single Case Record, by Factors, and
there are two caregivers for this family. If all factors had been completed
for the primary caregiver, and only five of six factors had been completed
for the secondary caregiver, the report would only graphically show results
for the primary caregiver. If you do not check this box, the report graph-
ically shows results for all six factors for the primary caregiver, and five
factors for the secondary caregiver.

6. In the Report Type–Single Case Record box, use the down arrow to select the
report you wish to view.

7. In the Assessment Selection box, use the down arrow to select the assessment
on which you want to run the report (initial, 6 month, termination, etc.).
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8. If you are running a report about improvement between two points in time,
the second Assessment field will be activated. Use the down arrow to make
your selection. For example, if you wanted to see improvement from the initial
to the termination rating, you would select initial in the Assessment 1 field and
termination in the Assessment 2 box.

9. In the caregiver field you can select “All”, or one of the caregivers by using the
down arrow. (See the screenshots below and on the next page.)
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10. To view the report, click the View button in the top right corner. A graph
report will open on the screen.

11. To print the report, click the Print button.

12. To move among pages of the report, use the Next and Back buttons.

13. To exit the report, click Close.
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14. When running reports, you may get a message box that says some of the data
was not complete and is therefore not reflected in the report. If you click Yes,
you will see a list of the incomplete factor areas. If you click No, the report will
run.
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Notice a View button appears in the lower left hand corner of the report. If
you click this button, you will see the list of missing data.

15. Click the Properties button on the lower right corner of all the reports and you
will see statistics for the report.

To run reports for groups of families, you follow the same basic steps. Make sure
to check multiple in the Case Record box. When running reports on multiple case
records, you can select a date range—for example, a fiscal or calendar year. If you make
this selection, the report will be run on assessments conducted between the two dates
entered. If you check All Dates, the report will run the report on all available assessments
that match the report type.

Family Functioning Report Samples and Descriptions

All reports on factor scores are calculated using a Factor Average. The Factor
Average is calculated by summing the item ratings in the factor and dividing by the
number of items in the factor. At least 80% of the items in a factor must be rated for that
case record to be included in the calculations.
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1. Single Case Record, by Items

This report shows the ratings for each item for a single case record, grouped
by factors. Use the Next button at the bottom to view all factors.
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2. Single Case Record, Change between Two Assessment Events, by Items

This report shows the change (increase or decrease) for each item for a single
case record between any two assessment events. The picture below also shows
the report properties window displayed when you click on Properties on the
report window.
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3. Single Case Record, by Factors

This report shows the factor averages for each factor for a single case record.
This gives you an overall picture of where the family has strengths and
concerns. Remember, these reports can be printed and put in paper case files.
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4. Single Case Record, Change between Two Assessment Events, by Factors

This report shows the change (increase or decrease) for each factor average for
a single case record between any two assessment events.
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5. Multiple Case Records, Average of Selected Assessment Ratings, by Items

This report shows the item rating averages for multiple case records for each
item for the selected assessment event (i.e. initial, 3 month, 6 month, termi-
nation, etc.), grouped by factors.
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6. Multiple Case Records, Average of Selected Assessment Ratings, by
Factors

This report shows the factor averages for multiple case records for each factor
for the selected assessment event.
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7. Multiple Case Records, Average Change between Two Assessment
Events, by Items

This report shows the average change (increase or decrease) for each item for
multiple case records between the initial and most recent assessment event,
grouped by factors.
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8. Multiple Case Records, Average Change between Two Assessment
Events, by Factors

This report shows the average change (increase or decrease) for each factor
average for multiple case records between the initial and most recent assess-
ment event. In the Properties window, note the number of cases included in
the report, the number of assessments, and that it is the first and last
assessment.
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9. Percentage of Case Records with Factor Averages Showing Concerns

This report shows the percentage of case records that have a factor average in
the “danger zone” (rating above 2.5). The percentage is shown for each of the
factors. For example, if the factor average for the first factor in a case record
were in the danger zone, the total for all first factors would be incremented by
one. The result is shown as a percentage, where the total of all first factors in
the danger zone are divided by the total number of case records. This report
shows where the families being served have the most concerns at any selected
assessment period (i.e. initial, termination, etc.).

In the example below, 67% of families have problems in living conditions and
100% have problems in caregiver/child interactions.
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10. Percentage of Case Records with Factor Averages Showing Improvement

This report shows the percentage of case records that have a factor average
improvement between two selected assessments. The percentage is shown for
each of the factors. For example, if the factor average for the first factor in a case
record showed improvement, the total for all first factors would be incremented
by one. The result is shown as a percentage, where the total for all first factors
showing improvement is divided by the total number of case records.
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11. Percentage of Case Records with Factor Averages Moving into Safety from Danger
Percentage of Case Records with Factor Averages Moving into Danger from Safety

These reports show the percentage of case records that have a factor average that
has moved from the danger zone into the safety zone (rating of 2.5 or less), or the
reverse, between two selected assessments. The percentage is shown for each of
the factors.

For example, if the factor average for the first factor in the case record moved from
the danger zone into the safety zone, the total for all first factors would be incre-
mented by one. The result is shown as a percentage, where the total for all first
factors moving from danger to safety, or the reverse, are divided by the total number
of case records. These reports not only show change but also reflect more clinically
significant change.
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12. Percentage of Case Records with Concerns, shown by Items

This report shows the percentage of case records that have an item rating in the
danger zone (rating above 2.5). For example, if the item rating for the first item in a
factor is in the danger zone, the total for all first items in that factor would be incre-
mented by one. The result is shown as a percentage, where the total for all first
items in the factor (in the danger zone) are divided by the total number of case
records.
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13. Percentage of Case Records Showing Improvement, shown by Items

This report is the same as report number 10 above but shows improvements by
items rather than factors.
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14. Percentage of Case Records having Concerns in One or More Factors

This report shows the number of factor averages that are in the danger zone for a
case record. Those cases with only one factor average in the danger zone are shown
in column A. Those with two are shown in column B, etc. The results are shown as
percentages of the total case records. The sample below shows that, for example,
50% of the case records have concerns in six factors.
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15. Percentage of Case Records showing Improvement in One of More Factors

This report shows the number of factor averages that have improved for a case
record. Those cases that have only one factor average showing improvement are
shown in column A. Those with two are shown in column B, etc. The results are
shown as percentages of the total case records. For example, in the chart below,
40% of the cases showed improvement in five factor areas.
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16. Percentage of Case Records with One or More Factor Averages Moving into
Safety from Danger Zone
Percentage of Case Records with One of More Factor Averages Moving into
Danger from Safety Zone

These reports show the number of factor averages that have moved from the danger
zone into the safety zone, or the reverse, for a case record. Those cases that have
only one factor average moving is shown in column A. Those with two are shown
in column B, etc. The results are shown as percentages of the total case records. In
the sample below, 25% of families moved into the “safety zone” from “danger zone”
in four factor areas.
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The Options menu contains vital information about the FAF software. It has all the
FAF text, data tables and fields, user account, and access and licensing information. The
Options menu has four items: Preferences, Database Maintenance, User Accounts, and
Licensing.

Preferences

There are two tabs in this section:

General. The FAF automatically displays a warning dialog box that appears if
some data is missing from a report you are about to run. You can view what factor
areas are missing by either clicking Yes, skip viewing the listing by clicking No, or
stop running the report if you click Cancel. If you do not want this warning dialog
box to appear each time there is missing data, check this box on the General tab.
In the Pro version of FAF, this tab also contains an option for FFF Entry Type,
giving the choice of:

• Full text, which displays not only the item number and rating, but also a
description of the item rating in great detail. This is designed for caseworker
entry.

• Spreadsheet, which only displays the item number and the rating to choose
from, which, in turn, can allow for a quicker entry of ratings. This is designed
for a data-entry person to enter ratings from a paper-completed copy of the
FAF, not for caseworker use.

This screen also has a Database button that allows an administrator to check the
location of the FAF database and to change it if necessary.

Ratings. Shows what the defaults are set for Strengths and Concerns.

CHAPTER THIRTEEN
Options
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Database Maintenance

There are four tabs in this section:

Family Factors. This tab contains all of the family functioning factor (A–F) and
assessment factor (G–H) titles, factor item titles and definitions, and operational
definitions for each item according to the 1–5 rating scale. It also contains the
sample goals and methods for each family functioning factor item. This is where
you can add sample goals and methods to match FFF items. These lists appear as
part of the Service Plan section of the FAF. To add a goal or method, click on a
section name, click on a question name, then on a goal or method, and the Add,
Edit, and Delete buttons appear.

Behavioral. This tab contains all of the text in the Behavioral Concerns/Observa-
tion Checklist that includes the five subsections, the individual items within each
section, and their definitions. You can only view this text.

Tables. This tab contains all of the data field user enter tables that appear through-
out the FAF. You can add, delete, and edit the contents of these tables to meet your
agency’s or program’s needs. You should add to these tables without deleting
existing contents. There may be opportunities  in the future to conduct joint
research with other FAF users and, at that point, consistency of data would
be important.

Services. This tab contains the lists of service categories and descriptions that
appear in the Contacts section of the FAF. You can add, delete, and edit these
lists.

User Accounts

This tab is used to enter FAF user information and assign level of access. Click
New to add users, or Edit to change user account information. There are seven levels of
user access:

General Access. User has the ability to enter and view data in all FAF sections.

User Account Management. User has the ability to enter new users, edit existing
users, and assign rights. For security purposes, this option should be reserved for
the designated Administrator.

Database Maintenance. User has access to user-entered tables to add, edit, and
delete lists of choices in Family Functioning Factors, Behavior Lists, and the lists of
services. This option should be reserved for the designated Administrator.

Full Case Access. User has access to all cases entered, including the ability to edit
and run reports. This option should be reserved for the designated Administrator,
supervisors (so they can see cases for all workers), data-entry operators who enter
case information for all workers, and so on.
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Delete Case Log. User has the ability to delete a Case Log from the system.

Reports. User has the ability to run reports.

Admin. This level allows full access to every aspect of FAF.

The Account Disabled box allows you to maintain the user account information,
but user will not be allowed to log in.

Associate Worker to this account contains all the users that have ever been
entered. You do not need to use this when entering new users. You might use this if
you accidentally deleted a User Account or if a former worker returns to the agency.

Check Don’t Show the name in Worker Pool if the user is not a caseworker who
will be assigned to families for whom FAF will be used. The Worker Pool appears as part
of the Case Log section of the FAF.
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Licensing

This section lists the products that have been installed for the FAF database, such
as additional administrations and add-on products that are entered in this location. The
user must have the User Account Maintenance and the Database Maintenance rights or
Admin rights to enter or delete product licenses.
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I. Making the FAF Work for You: Training, Supervision, and Support

II. Using the FAF for Program Evaluation: Reliability and Validity

III. Sample Reports

a. Service Plan
b. Contact Notes
c. Case Log Report
d. Closing Summary
e. Demographics
f. Closing Reason Summary

IV. Technical Support

NOTE: Parts of this chapter are drawn in whole or in part from  McCroskey, J., Sladen, A., & Meezan, W. (1997). Family Assessment Form:

A practice-based approach to assessing family functioning. Developed by the Children’s Bureau of Southern California. Washington, DC:

CWLA Press.

APPENDIX
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Making the FAF Work For You: Training, Supervisor, and
Support

Administrators or managers who are considering use of the FAF should recognize
that practitioners need training and support in incorporating the FAF into their practice.
Because the “buy-in” of practitioners is absolutely essential for the effectiveness of a
practice-based instrument such as the FAF, preparation for its use should include discus-
sions between various levels of agency or program administration and line staff about
whether this approach is appropriate to the specific agency setting and how it might be
made more appropriate.

Administrators and workers must decide whether the FAF fits with the program’s
basic approach to practice—if it does not fit well with the program’s theory base, the
values and beliefs of practitioners, or the structure of the program, it may be perceived as
just another administrative requirement, with little chance of successful incorporation into
daily practice.

Managers should ensure a process through which staff input is sought and
incorporated. Such a process should include discussions of the FAF’s relevance to
program purposes and current practice methods, changes that might be needed to make
it more useful, current paperwork that could be changed or diminished if the FAF were
adopted, procedures for tracking and using the FAF, training necessary to support
practitioners in their transition to using the FAF, and ongoing discussions about its
usefulness and procedural and substantive modifications that would be helpful. In
addition, during these discussions, decisions can be made about which sections of the
FAF are most appropriate for a particular setting.

The software application version of the FAF contains three broad types of data:
outcome ratings—the six factors of family functioning that may change as result of
services; assessment ratings—ratings of caregiver history and personal characteristics
that are necessary for a complete psychosocial assessment but may not change as a result
of services; and operational elements of the application, including intake data, child
behavior checklist, service plans, contact forms, and closing summary. Some users may
decide to use only the outcome items—all six factors or fewer—whereas others may want
to us the entire application.

Use of the FAF does not demand that an agency duplicate information it already
collects in another form. If current agency forms are maintained, however, efforts should
be made to ensure information from various sources is consistent in terms of definitions
and assumptions, and not duplicative. Data management and analysis procedures should
be designed to allow for cross-referencing between data bases so analysts do not miss the
opportunity to try to account for changes in outcome variables based on information
collected on other forms. For example, if demographic information is not collected using
the FAF application, and the multiple agency databases do not speak to each other, there
will be no way to relate these variables to case progress.
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When the decision has been made to use the FAF, managers will have to schedule
training sessions to familiarize workers with the FAF and its use. At Children’s Bureau,
where the FAF was developed, this usually takes two three- to four-hour sessions, about
one month apart, which allows sufficient time for workers to practice using the FAF
between training sessions. Technical assistance is available through Children’s Bureau to
answer training questions, to consult on designing the most effective training sessions, or
to arrange for hands-on training at your site. Contact Sandy Sladen at
fafsupport@all4kids.org, or call toll-free 888/357-9135.

The first training session includes three parts and a homework assignment:

1. An Introduction, during which the trainer discusses the background and
history of the FAF development and the rationale for its use in the program
or agency.

2. A Walk Through the FAF, during which workers are guided through their
own paper copies of the FAF by the trainer who describes each section of the
form and its individual items. Throughout this portion of the training, the
trainer should focus on items that may not be self-evident, and workers should
be encouraged to ask questions and to discuss the meaning, importance, and
intent of the individual items.

3. A Hands-On Exercise, which occurs after the form has been discussed and
initial questions are answered. Workers should be instructed to think of a
family they know well and to complete the Living Conditions and Financial
Conditions sections of the FAF. Another good hands-on exercise involves
creating a mock interview script involving a client and a worker. Workers read
through the script in small groups, then review the FAF items and decide
which ones they can rate, based on information gathered during the mock
interview, and how they would rate those items. These exercises generally
raise more questions. As people debrief and compare their experiences, the
knowledge they used to rate items, and their uncertainties about how to apply
the rating scheme to an individual family and their circumstances surface.

4. Homework: At the end of the first session, the trainer should summarize key
points in using the FAF (i.e., FAF is not a structured interview; serves as
documentation for first three contacts; ratings are based on worker observa-
tions and expertise, referral information, and family input; importance of
referring to the operational definition of items; comments are important to help
personalize the rating.) Workers should then be instructed to use the FAF with
at least one family during the next month and be prepared to discuss their
experiences at the next training session.

The second training session usually includes six topics and another homework
assignment:
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1. Responses to using the FAF, during which the trainer asks people to recount
their experiences in using the FAF for the first time. These initial experiences
will vary among workers—some may state, “It is too long, and I couldn’t do it,”
whereas others will claim to have “completed it easily.”

The trainer should strive to normalize the frustration that comes with learning
to do something new, and help people recognize they are beginning a process
that will take some time before it becomes second nature. (Experience at
Children’s Bureau and elsewhere suggests that workers who are comfortable
and experienced with the FAF can complete it in about 1 to 11/2 hours.)

2. A Second Walk Through the FAF, during which the trainer should elicit
responses on items from the whole group, illustrating the range or unanimity
of opinion on how to rate each item. Individuals in the group will have very
different opinions on some items, and many of these differences will be based
on culture or basic values about how families should live.

The trainer should try to bring these differences to the surface for discussion,
rather than covering them over in generalities. Knowing how and why workers
may vary in their ratings is important.

3. Discussion of the Service Plan and Goal Setting, during which the trainer
talks about working with families to set appropriate goals based on both
strengths and concerns. The trainer should review what a goal is and how
goals and methods are distinguished.

The trainer may either ask workers for examples of FAF Service Plans
completed during the last month, or supply mock FAF ratings and service plans
to help illustrate how to use FAF ratings to think about problems, set goals,
and devise methods to meet those goals. For many practitioners, this is the
most challenging part of the FAF.

4. Discussion of “Judging” Families, during which the trainer should ask
workers about their reactions to rating families. For some workers, rating feels
uncomfortable, like judging. Workers may hesitae to judge negatively when
they feel parents are “good people” who are trying hard in difficult situations
or facing difficult circumstances. Thus, initial low FAF ratings may raise the
question, “If these families don’t have problems, why are they at our agency?”

The trainer should stress that FAF ratings are a snapshot of a family at a point
in time, a point when they are coming for help, rather than a judgment of their
potential for improvement.

5. Discussion of Working with and Building on Family Strengths, during
which the trainer should also stress that strengths (ratings of 1–2.5) are also
important because they suggest how to best work with families to achieve
goals. The trainer may want to present, through examples, how to use family
strengths to support achievement of family goals.
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Recent research shows that resilience is perhaps more common than had been
previously thought, even among the most disadvantaged families and their
children. The FAF rating and service planning process facilitates identification
of client strengths from which to build problem-solving and coping skills, and
helps workers identify, acknowledge, and enumerate these strengths in their
discussions with families.

6. Next Steps, during which ideas may arise about adjusting the FAF to better
meet the needs of the individual program and its workers, and about
information-handling procedures. Topics for future training, such as how to
assess substance abuse or ask about past experiences of child abuse, may also
form.

Workers should be asked how they would like to proceed, including schedul-
ing more training, beginning regular use of the FAF with some or all of their
clients, using the FAF in supervision, or others.

7. Homework. Unless there are unresolved problems with its use, workers
should be asked to begin regular use of the FAF (perhaps only with new
families or only for a specific part of their caseloads), to be prepared to bring a
completed FAF to their next individual or group supervision session, and to
use it regularly in supervision. In addition, managers and supervisors may want
to use the FAF format as the basis for team case conference presentations.

Ongoing support should be built into the agency’s regular staff development and
supervision processes. Perhaps the most effective approach is to use the FAF regularly
during supervision, and periodically during team meetings, to discuss and clarify ratings
and service planning and delivery issues. Although consistency of ratings among workers
is the ultimate goal, it is most helpful initially to ask for a variety of opinions and to
stimulate discussion about why people see things differently. Full discussion of why
two workers see the same behavior differently often reveals unexplored and helpful
differences in perception, values, and beliefs among workers.

Also helpful is discussing certain FAF items with families, exploring areas in which
worker judgment may be very different from those of family members. Such discussions
can take place during the assessment-rating period or prior to service planning. Differ-
ences in perceptions between worker and caregivers should be expected in many areas,
since they tend to see things from different but equally valid vantage points. Under-
standing these differences of perception will be extremely useful to both parties when
working together.

The FAF allows differences between the values and beliefs of workers and families
to be identified and discussed sensitively. When the culture or socioeconomic class of the
practitioner is different from that of the family, assumptions and values about how fami-
lies should work, how parents should behave, and how children should act, may be at
odds with each other. Although the assessment clearly should be sensitive to cultural and
class assumptions and values, how to operationalize that sensitivity is often not clear.
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One reason the FAF was designed as a rating device rather than a questionnaire
was that this format allows for differences in perception between families and workers to
emerge. The emergence of these differences, when they do occur, allows workers to dis-
cuss and teach expected behavioral standards and the universals of child development,
while allowing families to teach workers about the meanings of behavior within their
cultural group and community context.

Since the FAF does not dictate the order in which items are completed, the way to
discuss them with the family, or the cultural context for their interpretation, it leaves
issues of cultural sensitivity to the worker and supervisor. When the FAF is used by
culturally sensitive workers who allow discussion of these issues to emerge with the
family, the assessment and service plan will be sensitive; when workers are not sensitive
to the nuances of culture, class, or values, due either to poor training or personal biases,
ratings will not be culturally sensitive.
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Using the FAF For Program Evaluation:
Reliability and Validity

The Family Assessment Form has been used as a program evaluation tool at
Children’s Bureau and other child welfare and family service agencies for about 10 years.
Changes between pre- and post-test scores on specific items and factors have been the
primary indicator of success. The FAF software includes these types of reports.

Following the acceptance of the FAF as a clinical tool at Children’s Bureau,
researchers began to assess its reliability and validity. The FAF was used as part of a
rigorous study using an experimental design in Los Angeles (McCroskey & Meezan 1997)
and by other program evaluators and researchers (Amland 1996; Meezan & O’Keefe 1998;
Edwards 2001). This section gives a brief synopsis of knowledge to date about the relia-
bility and validity of the FAF. It contains some technical information that may be of more
interest to researchers than to practitioners. Such information may be helpful, however, to
agency-based researchers who need to determine the potential research applications of
the FAF in each individual agency setting.

Construct Validity Based on Factor Analysis

The first factor analysis of the FAF research interview, based on 240 cases in the
Los Angeles study, yielded an interpretable six-factor solution that explained 63% of the
variance. Other analyses, based on worker observation and ratings of these same cases,
yielded a similar solution (Meezan 2001). Some FAF items were not included in this
analysis since they were either not applicable to all cases (presence of preschool and
school-aged children and their peer interactions), they were independent rather than
dependent variables (family history or personality characteristics), or they did not load
appropriately high on any one factor. No item loaded higher on another factor than on
the one in which it was placed, and all factor loadings were above .4. The factors, and
the items and loadings associated with them, which were derived and named by
McCroskey and Meezan (1997) are displayed in Table 1 (see next page).
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Table 1. Six-Factor Solution of FAF Items Based on Researcher Interviewer

Factor and Items Item
Loading

Alpha Variance Explained
Rotated Component

% Total
Variance

Explained

Parent-Child Interactions
Consistent Discipline
Appropriate Discipline
Child Development
Attitude Toward Parenting
Bonding with Child
Child Communication

w/Caregiver
Bonding with Caregiver
Use of Physical Discipline
Caregiver Communication

w/Child
Takes Appropriate Authority Role
Child Cooperation w/Caregiver
Schedule for Children

.84

.83

.77

.75

.75

.73

.70

.68

.65

.58

.51

.48

.90 7.0 18.36

Factor and Items Item
Loading

Alpha Variance Explained
Rotated Component

% Total
Variance

Explained

Living Conditions
Outside Safety
Outside Cleanliness
Inside Safety
Inside Cleanliness
Outside Play

.86

.86

.63

.58

.45

.76 3.24 8.53

Caregiver Interactions
Intercommunication
Supportive Relationships
Attitude Toward Each Other
Conjoint Problem-Solving
Conflict
Power

.88

.88

.84

.80

.79

.76

.92 4.73 12.44

Supports for Parents
Maintains Adult Relationships
Child Care
Friend Support
Chooses Appropriate Substitutes
Medical Care
Family Support

.73

.72

.66

.53

.52

.49

.76 3.12 8.20

Financial Conditions
Financial Management
Stress Due to Welfare
Inside Furniture
Financial Stress
Transportation

.74

.68

.62

.57

.53

.71 3.16 8.30

Developmental Stimulation
Appropriate Toys
Learning Experiences
Time for Play
Sibling Interactions

.67

.58

.53

.42

.76 2.32 6.10
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Additional Information on Construct Validity

Validity of the FAF has also been demonstrated through substantial agreements on
the derived factor structure from a number of studies (Meezan 2001; Edwards 2001).
Meezan (2001) has also reported high correlations of selected subscales of the FAF with
measures of parent pathology (Brief Sympton Inventory, Derogatis & Melisaratos, 1983),
child behavior (Child Behavior Checklist, Achenbach, 1991), and developmental stimula-
tion in the home on other measures (HOME Inventory, Caldwell & Bradley, 1984).

Inter-Rater Reliability

Inter-rater reliability for the individual items that appear on the FAF has been
assessed for both clinical judgments and research purposes. Clinically, teams of workers
at Children’s Bureau and other agencies have rated the same families independently and
compared their scores. Depending on the situation, ratings have been the same or within
one-half step of each other about 75%–80% of the time.

In terms of more formal research, the FAF has been adapted to a research inter-
view format (McCroskey & Meezan 1997). Research interviews were tape-recorded, which
allowed for assessment of inter-rater reliability. Double coding of these interviews, based
on audiotapes, was completed for a 10% sample of families at intake, which produced a
total of 970 comparisons. Reliability between the two raters was as follows: exact corre-
spondence = 50%; +/- a half step in rating = 74%; +/- a full step in rating = 89%. These
inter-rater reliabilities are clearly acceptable, given that audiotapes were used rather than
double observation during the interviews.

Inter-Item Reliability of Scales

After deriving subscales based on the factor analyses, inter-item reliability
(Chronbach’s Alpha) was derived. Two items were dropped to raise alpha. Internal
consistency for these final subscales was quite good for both the worker observational
form and the researcher-completed interview versions of the FAF, ranging from .68 to .93.
These scores are reported in Table 2. Other studies, using the FAF both as an interview
form (Meezan & O’Keefe 1998) and as a worker-completed instrument (Meezan 2001),
have shown very similar alpha coefficients for these scales.

Table 2. Internal Consistency Data on Six-Factor Solution, Based on Interview
and Worker-Supplied Information

Interviewer Alpha Worker Alpha

Parent-Child Interactions .90 .93

Living Conditions .76 .87

Caregiver Interactions .92 .88

Supports to Parents .76 .72

Financial Conditions .71 .78

Developmental Stimulation .76 .69
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TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Children’s Bureau provides practice and technical support for the FAF and FAF software
applications.

Practice Support. Questions related to training, clinical issues, practice implementation,
practice adaptations, use of the FAF software, and other questions related to using FAF as
a clinical and outcomes measurement tool. Contact Sandy Sladen at
fafsupport@all4kids.org, or call toll-free 888/357-9135.

Technical Support. Questions related to software installation, software functioning, error
messages, problems running reports, interface with agency hardware, and other tech-
nology questions related to the FAF software. Technical support of this nature is offered
free for three months as part of initial purchase of the FAF software. Additional technical
support beyond that time may be billed at a rate of $2.50 per minute. Contact David
Goldstein at fafhelp@all4kids.org, or call toll-free 888/357-9135.

FAMILY ASSESSMENT FORM WEBSITE

Visit www.familyassessmentform.com for more information about the FAF. The website
includes

• A User Forum
• Training Materials
• Frequently Asked Questions
• Downloadable service packs and upgrades
• Price List and purchasing information
• Contact Us form


